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Title word cross-reference

3 [App02d],
.NET [Bon06, Kar04b, LL03, Sto02c],
2 [BCA+01]. 2.0 [Got08f, Mil07c]. 2000 [Abr03b]. 21st [Kor08, Mur01]. 2nd [Feu02, Sem02b, Zen02, CM06].
3rd [Dwi02b, Puz02b].
4th [She02a].
5.0 [Veg02a].
95 [Vil02].

= [CKB06].

Abbas [Puz03b]. Access [McL03a, Opp03, VPW*06]. Accessing [JdCVM07]. Acclaimed [Wea01b]. Achilles [Sat03]. Act [Dav04b]. Action [Gon02]. Ad [FCBG07, Got02e, SGP04]. Adaptable [HMJV08]. Adaptation [PJMW08]. Adapting [PKP03]. Adaptive [DLBC04, FCBG07, FPA05, Gue04, KDH+06, KG08, MSCV05, OOS01a, WSKP01]. Add [Got02e]. Add-On [Got02e]. Address [Got06c]. Advanced [Sem03b]. Advantages [Lat05a]. Advertising [Cos03d, Sha03]. Advice [Mor03]. advocates [Alf04b]. After [Hed01a]. Agent [Gan07, GF08, GK02, KGR02, Kar04c]. Agent-Based [GK02]. Agents
She02a, Sti03, Sto06b, Veg03, Vil03, Vol02, Vre04, Wil06, Woo02, Yan06, Zal03, vS01. Boost [Alf06b, Got06d]. Border [Got08h]. Bottlenecks [Wil06]. bottom [Alf04a]. Boxer [Xue02b]. Breaking [Wil06]. Breakthrough [OT06a]. Breakthroughs [Got07a, Mil04]. Brian [Cha03]. Brick [Sto02a]. Brief [Alf06a, Cos02, Cos03a, Cos03c, Cos03b, Cos03d, Cos03e, Dav03, Gee06, McG03a, McG03b, McL02, McL06, Sha03, Sto02a, Sto02c, Sto02b, Sto02d, Sto03a, Sto03b, Vot03, Cor04]. Brilliant [Dwi02a]. brings [Cos04c]. Brink [Got07a]. Broadband [Lew02a, McL03a]. Broker [BAG01]. Brooks [Veg02a]. Brooks-Bilson [Veg02a]. Browsing [LHWX03]. Buege [Cha03]. Build [Pet08b]. Building [Kim03, RK06, Sem02c, Sto02a, Woo02, Omm04]. Bullies [McG03a]. Business [C.03, Dwi02a, Sem03b, Sto06a]. Buzz [McL03a]. Byrnes [C.03]. C [Vre04]. C# [LL03]. Caching [Vit01]. Calendar [PS02]. Calishain [Veg03]. Call [vS00]. Camera [Cos04a]. Can [BM07]. Canning [Sto03a]. Capital [Got05]. Care [Sta02b]. Career [Mil05]. Carolina [WF06a, WF06b]. Case [BPBT06, FvdMAR08]. Catallactic [JRC+06]. Catalyst [Sat02a]. CCM [WSKP01]. CDMA2000 [Vil02]. Cell [Cos03e]. Cellular [Vil02]. Cellular/PCS [Vil02]. Center [Got06m]. Centered [CL02]. Centers [Meh02]. Centric [GGC03, Mil02]. Century [Kor08, Mur01]. Certification [Alf06b, Pér03b]. Chads [FER01]. Challenge [CKB06]. Challenges [HM06, PMP03a, PMP03b, PMP03c, PMP03d, PMP03e, Sat02b, Var06]. Chandra [Stp02]. Change [Got08e, Hil03]. changes [Bak04]. Checkpoint [dCKC06]. Cheswick [ET03]. Chief [Sat03]. Ching [Got07b]. Chip [Got07a, SBR+07]. Chris [She02b]. Christian [C.03]. Cisco [Puž06a]. Classical [Xuc02a]. Classification [KLAR08]. Classroom [Alf05b, Wei00]. Claude [Abr03b]. Clayton [Pér03a]. Climate [SKA+02]. Clock [BR02]. Cluster [BV07, SSD+04]. Cluster-Based [SSD+04]. Code [McG03d, Ano02a]. ColdFusion [Veg02a]. Collaboration [Epp03, SS06]. Collaborative [LSY03, Qin01, SER+04, SS06, SYS07, Wea01a]. Collection [Lat07]. Colleges [Mur06]. Collide [Gar06]. Comer [Dwi02b, Puž02b, She02a]. Comes [Cos02]. Coming [Got06a, LCF+08, Sem07]. Commerce [Che02, Gal05, Mjo02, Alf04a, Che02]. Communication [LRA01, Lin02, Ros03]. Communications [Lin02, Lin03b, Puž03a, Lin03b]. communities [RH04a]. Community [Got06b, Mur06, Pie06, PMF07, SS06, SK06, Bak04]. Companies [OT07e]. Comparison [H07]. Compile [Paw06]. Compile-time [Paw06]. Compilers [Lin03a]. Complete [Sem03a, Sem03c]. Complex [Got08k, Iva05]. complexity [HMG05, vS04]. Component [Bon06, SSD+04]. Component-Oriented [Bon06]. Components [Mir02]. Comprehensive [Dwi01, Pet08a]. Compulsive [PSB+03]. computation [KLZ04, Mar05]. Computational [DPPR03, Gor04b, Lat07, LMH05, OT06c]. Computer [Abr06, App02a, BCFK03, DMJ+02, Dwi02b, MSC+02, Moo01, Papp06, Puž02b, STHK02, TCB03]. Computers [Dav04a, Hili03, Mir02, Ber04, BJ00, Mir02]. Computing [Ab03, AHC+07, Alf06a, Ano01, AB07, App02c, BR02, Bir03, BAG01, BV07, BR07, Cai03, CFJ+02, Che05b, CP03, Cia03, CKB06, DMJ+02, DF03, Epp03, FH03, FvdMAR08, FHR+08, FJH+08, FBG+08, Fox01, Fox02, Fox03, Fra03, Gen02, Got06c, Hed00a, Hed01a, HH03, HAMC+04, Huh03, Jai02, Kar02, Kar04a, Kim02, Kor08,
Kul07, Kum03, Lat05a, Lat05b, Lat07, LV03, LCF+08, MSPB02, Meh02, Met03, Mil00b, Mir02, Mur06, Mur07, OT07c, PSB+03, Pap06, PKP03, PN03, PMP03a, PMP03b, PMP03c, PMP03d, PMP03e, PHM03, Pra01, RK06, San02, San03, Sas02b, Sat02a, Sat03, SS06, SYS07, Sta02a, SKA+02, Sta02b, Sta03b, Sta03a, Sto06a, Stp04, TT03, Vin02, Vin03c, Vin03b, Vin03a, WF06a, WF06b, Yan05, Yan07, Mar05, Mil04, Toh04, YPSW04, Kar02, Cha04a.


D [ET03]. Dagum [Stp02]. Dale [C.03]. DAML [MFHS02, Shi01]. Dan [Bar03]. Dark [Vin02]. DARPA [Pow01]. Data [Abr03b, Ano03, Att07, CSZ03, DFCP03, Gam06, GGC03, Got06g, Got06i, Got07b, LHWX03, Lin03a, MG03c, Meh02, OT07a, Rod02, SRJ06, YPSW04, KLZ04, RH04b]. Data-Centric [GGC03]. Data-Driven [Got06g]. Data-Gathering [Rod02]. Data-intensive [YPSW04, KLZ04]. Data-Storing [McG03]. Database [BB02, Kim03, Var06]. Datamart [Ano03]. Dave [Stp02]. David [Abr03a, Iva03, Kim03]. DAVIM [HMJ08]. Days [App02c]. DDos [Got07b]. Debate [Dav03, Got04b]. Decision [Abr03b]. Degrees [Lew02b]. Delay [Got06a]. Delay-Tolerant [Got06a]. Deliver [Sta02b]. Delivering [Puz03a]. Delivery [BPBT06]. Demand [Alf06a, Alf04a]. Demands [Sto02c]. Demandware [Alf04a]. Demise [Got06j]. Departure [OT06b]. Dependable [GBK03, MSCV05, NABG03]. Dependency [DMJ+02, Lin03a]. Deployment [JRC+06, Meh02]. derful [Got06b]. Design [BCA+01, Cha03, DFCP03, Pha01, Sem02c, Veg07, Wil06, Mir02]. Designing [AvSQP05, DMJ+02, OOS01a, SRJ06]. Desk [RCK01]. Desktop [Hed00a, Hed01a]. Desktops [SYS07]. Develop [Cha03]. Developing [Abr03a, Cha03, SER+04, She02b]. Development [Abr03a, Ano02b, Ano03, Ber05b, CFJ+02, Got02c, KRG08, Mor03, PJMW08, Pet08a, Sto06b, Zen02]. Deviant [HWC06]. Device [AR07]. Devices [AHC+07, Bar03, BCS02, STHK02]. Diabetes [DMJ+02]. Dial [Vil03]. Dieter
Different
DiMA [DMJ+02].
Directions [KGR02]. Discovering [DB04].
Discovery [DFC03, FBG07]. Discussion [Mil02, Nec06, Sto06a]. disk [HGG+04b], disks [HGG+04a]. Disorder [PSB+03]. Displays [LHWX03]. Distance [Hed01b].
Distributed [AKS07, Ano00, Bak01, BR02, BV07, BR07, Cal03, Che05b, DvdHD+08, FvdMAR08, FHR+08, FJH+08, FBG+08, FJ07, FH06, Gam06, Iva03, Kim02, Kul07, Lat05b, LCF+08, MSC+02, OSE06, Pap06, Par04, PMF07, Rao08, Sas02a, Sch01a, Sha06, SS06, SGP04, SRJ06, SKA+02, Wil04, Woo02, Xue02a, vS01, AvsSQ05, ATS04, vS04, Gil00, Xue02a]. Distributed-Computing [BV07]. Distributed-System [FH06]. DNA [McG03c]. Do [Ugu02, Hil03]. Doctoral [CM06]. Dolev [Jak02]. Done [Pie06]. Donley [Per03a]. Don’t [App02a]. Door [OT07c]. Dornfes [Veg03]. Douglas [Dwi02b, Puz02b, She02a]. Dournae [Sem02a]. Down [Got06n]. Draws [McL03b, McL03c]. Driven [Got06g, KRG08, PJMW08, SSD+04]. Drivers [Sto03b]. Dron [Stp02]. Drug [DMJ+02]. DS [Bac02, Sch01c, ST07]. Duane [Zen02]. Dubuisson [Ros03]. During [Dav03, GMG07]. dynamic [RH04a].

E-Business [Sem03b, Sem03b]. e-commerce [Alf04a, Che02, Che02, Gal05]. e-Learn [McG03b]. E-learning [Gan08]. E-Textile [DMJ+02]. E-Voting [Got06f, Alf04b]. Early [App02c]. Earthquake [Gee03]. Easing [Got03b]. ebXML [PN03]. Economics [Cla03]. ed [Feu02, Puz02b]. ed. [Dwi02b]. Editable [Ber05a]. edited [Sta02a]. Editing [Qin01]. Edition [ET03, Sem02b, She02a, Zen02]. editor [YPSW04, Kor07a, Kor07b, Kor07c, Meh02, Met03, Pie06, Reg06, San02, Sat03, SK06]. Editors [CP03, CSZ03, DF03, Got06b, HH03, LV03, SS06]. eds [Sem03b, Sti03]. Education [FvdMAR08, FHR+08, FJH+08, FBG+08, Kum03, Lie06, LCF+08, MSC+02, Mur06, Pap06, Sto02]. Effective [RK06]. Elder [Sta02b]. Electronic [Con00, WR00a, WR00b]. Embedded [DSD07, Mir02, Reg06, SMN+02]. Embedded-Systems [SMN+02]. Emergence [ET04a]. Emerging [Hed01b, KLAR08, PMF07]. empowering [Dav04b]. Enable [Yan05]. Enabled [Puz07c]. End [DFK08, Got04b]. End-to-End [DFK08, Got04b]. Enemy [Cha04c]. enforcement [Dav04b]. Engineering [CL02, Fox03, Got08c, Wea01a, Wil04, Vi03]. Enough [DB04, San03]. Ensure [Got08b]. Enter [Puz07b]. Enterprise [Bar03, C.03, Cha03, Got06g, Iva03, Var06, Mil07c]. Enterprise-Secure [Cha03]. Environment [Epp03, T0h04]. Environments [AKS07, FCBG07, Gam06, Hed01a, PSB+03, Pet05, Puz04, dRE06]. Era [Got02c]. Eric [Mor03]. Essential [OT06b, Zu04]. Essentials [Lin03c]. Estimating [KLZ04]. Etherware [BGSK04]. Event [Iva03, PMF07, SGP04]. Event-Based [PMF07]. Eventizing [FPA05]. Events [Iva03]. EventWeb [Jai07]. Everyone [Man07]. Everything [Puz02b, Ugu02]. Evolution [Kim02]. Evolving [dRE06]. Excellent [Cha05, Kar04a, OT07b, Sas02a]. Executable [MG07]. expected [Cos04a]. Experience [Abo03, FJH+08]. Experiences [Pet08c]. Expert [Nec06]. Exposed [Cha03]. Extends [Got06]. Extensible [Ros06]. Extensive [GF08]. Extreme [BAB01].

F [Vol02]. F. [C.03]. faces [Got04b, Cha05]. Facilitating [Ano00]. Fair [Sas02b].
Fairness [Got08b]. Falls [Bak01]. Fast
[Got07d]. Faster [Got07c, Pow01]. Father
[McG03d]. Fault
[GBK03, IM01, Kim02, Qin01, Toh04]. Fault-Tolerant
[IM01, Kim02]. FBI
[McL03c]. Feedback [PSB+03]. Feeds
[Sem07]. Feet [Sta03a]. Fi
[Alf06b, Cos04d, Got03c, Got08c, Sto02g]. Fields
[OT06c, Zen02]. fight [Cos04b]. File
[HWCG06]. File-Sharing [HWCG06]. Filtering
[LSY03]. Financial [Got08a]. Find
[DMJ+02]. Firewalls [ET03]. Flexible
[Yeh06, Yeh07]. Focuses
[Alf04a]. Fogg
[Hil03]. Folk
[Jai02]. Food
[Sta03b]. Form
[Got07b]. Formal
[KP06]. Formal-Methods
[KP06]. FORMI
[KDH+06]. Foster
[Bak04]. Foundation
[Shi01]. Foundations
[Lin03c, Gor04b]. Fragmented
[KDH+06]. Fragments
[Yeh07]. Framework
[LL03, RCS08, VT01]. Frameworks
[Ber05b]. Frank
[Puz02a]. Fraud
[Wei02]. Fraudulent
[Dav04b]. Fred
[Mii00b]. Free
[HCW05]. Friendly
[OT07a]. Full
[Bak01, Mor03, Puz06b]. Functionality
[Got06c]. Fundamentals
[BR02, Cha04d, Dwi02b, Gil01]. Further
[Ge06]. Future
[CFJ+02, KGR02, Met03, Mii05, Vol02, Yan06, Cor04, Mii04]. G
[App02d, BAG01, Got03a]. Gadgets
[Nac03]. Gaining
[GMC07]. Games
[ST07]. Gaming
[Sto02b]. Ganek
[Mii07a]. Garg
[Kar02, Vil02]. Gasós
[Sem03b]. Gathering
[Rod02]. Gen
[Got04c, Got06l, Got07a]. Generation
[Ahm07, Hed01b, Puz07b, KP05]. Geographical
[Cur07]. Gerard
[Sas02a]. Get
[Ahm07, Got06d, McG03a]. Gets
[App03, Got06e]. Getting
[App02b, Cha04c, Got08k, Sto02c]. Glass
[Woo02]. Global
[Got06d, Meh02]. Globus
[Pet08a]. Gnutella
[Got06b, HCW05]. Go
[Bar03, Cos03a]. Goals
[PHM01]. Goes
[Bar03, Sta03a]. Going
[Fra03, Wei00]. Goldberg
[Sti03]. Goleniewski
[Lin03c]. Good
[Bin04, Pér03b, San03, SOB02, Zen02]. Google
[Veg03, Veg03]. GovNet
[Got02b]. GPS
[Cos04d]. Graduate
[BV07, KLi07]. Graham
[Woo02]. Grande
[Fox03]. Graphical
[ACR01]. Graphics
[BCKP03, FJ07, TCB03]. Gray
[Mii04]. Great
[She02a]. Grid
[Co04, AB07, App02b, Bak04, BAG01, BV07, CKB06, DF03, FJ07, Fox02, Gee06, Gen02, Got06e, JRC+06, KLAR08, Lat05a, Lat06a, Mcl02, MM07, Mur01, Pet05, Pet08b, Pet08c, Sed06, Sto06a, Sto02b, WF06a, WF06b]. Grid-Based
[Ge06]. Grids
[SJR06, DPPR03, LMH05, Puz07a, Puž07b, TT03, Wei00, dCKC06]. Grisps
[Sem07]. Ground
[Sed06]. Groups
[Cos03d]. Groupware
[IM01]. Growing
[Got08g]. Grows
[DF03]. Guest
[YPSW04, CP03, CS03, DF03, HH03, Kor07a, Kor07b, Kor07c, LV03, Meh02, Met03, San02]. Guide
[Abr06, BBdGM02, Dw01, Dw02a, GF08, Mye01, Pet08a, Puz02a, SOB02, Wei00]. Hands-On
[Fei07, Mye01]. Hands-On
[Fei07, Mye01]. Hanging
[Fer01]. Hanna
[Sem03c]. Hansmann
[Sas02b]. Hardening
[Man07]. Harder
[Got08k]. Harkey
[Bar03]. Harper
[Abr03a]. Harvesting
[Veg03]. Hatcher
[Mor03]. Health
[Got06d, PSB+03]. Heel
[Sat03]. Helps
[DMJ+02, Stp02, Cos04b]. Henry
[Puz03a]. Here
[Got07l]. Heterogeneity
[FCBG07]. Heterogeneous
[dRE06]. Hides
[Zal03]. High
[Kar02, Mur06, Mur07, OT07c]. High-Performance
[Mur06, Mur07, OT07c]. Hit
[Got07d]. Hoc
[FCBG07, Got02c, SCP04]. Hold
[Alf04b].
Home [Nec07, Puz04]. hope [Alf04b].
Hosted [Got06]. Hotels [Cos03a]. House [Got03c]. HTML [Sem02c, Ugu02]. HTTP [Zal03]. Huge [Got07k]. Hugh [Kim03].
Human [Ab03a, Abr06, Shu02]. Human-Computer [Abr06]. Humans [Gan06]. Hundred [Sta03a]. Hypermedia [BBdGM02].
IAN [Bak04]. Idea [Cos03c]. Identification [SK06]. Identity [Dav04b, Epp03]. Idle [Cos03b]. IEEE [Ab03a, App02c, BCPK03, Bir03, CP03, Cla03, DMJ+02, DF03, Epp03, FH03, Fra03, HH03, Hub03, LV03, LL03, MFHS02, Met03, Nac03, PSB+03, PKP03, PN03, PMP03a, PMP03b, PMP03c, PMP03d, PMP03e, PHM03, Rod02, San02, San03, Sat03, Shu02, Sta03b, Sta03a, TT03, TCB03, Vin03c, Vin03b, Vin03a]. II [WF06b]. Ilya [Kar02]. Imaging [Shu02]. Impact [Nac03]. Implementation [BCA+01, Ab03a, Vil02]. Implementations [Vil02]. Implementing [Sat02b]. Implicit [Kar03]. Importance [Puz07a]. Inadequate [Kow06].
Incorporating [Toh04]. Industrial [Veg03, Sta02a]. Industrial-Strength [Veg03]. Industry [LSY03, PKP03, Sta02a]. influence [Kar04c]. Information [Ab03a, C.03, Got06d, Law04, Var06].
Infrastructure [FBG+08, Man07, TCB03]. Infrastructures [HAMC+04, PHM03]. Initiation [Puz03a]. Innovation [Got08b]. Innovative [BR07]. Insight [GMG07].
Integrated [DMJ+02, GK02, Kim03, Xue02b]. Integrating [KDH+06, Pap06, RSL06]. Integration [Rim02, Vin02, Vin03c, Vin03b, Vin03a, HGG+04a, Pér03a]. Intellectual [LCF+08]. Intelligence [Cha04b].
Intelligent [Cos03c, Gan08, Kar04c, MFHS02, PSB+03, Shu01, Vol02]. Intelligent-Agents-Based [PSB+03].
intensive [KLZ04, YPSW04]. Interaction [Abr06, STHK02, AvSQP05]. Interactive [MSC+02, Sha03, Hed00b]. Interceptors [RSL06]. Interest [SKA+02]. Interleavings [BAB01]. International [CM06, FHR+08].
Internet [Dwi02b, ET03, Law04, Puz02b, Puz03a, Puz03b, Alf05a, BCS02, Bir03, CP03, Cla03, DF03, ET03, Fra03, Got04b, Got08k, HH03, Huh03, JG08, LV03, Meh02, Met03, Mil00a, OT07b, PKP03, PN03, PHM03, Pow01, Puz02b, Puz03b, San02, San03, STHK02, Sch01c, Sem02b, Sti03, Sto03c, TT03, Vin02, Vin03c, Vin03b, Vin03a, Zal03]. Internet-Based [Sch01c]. Internet-HTTP [Zal03]. Internets [Dwi02b].
Internetworking [She02a]. Interview [Ano01, Mil00b, Mil07a, Mil07b]. Introduces [Gil01]. Introduction [Ab03a, Bac00, CP03, CSZ03, C+02, DF03, Fox01, Gor04a, HH03, Iva03, Kor07a, Kor07b, Kor07c, Kow06, LV03, Meh02, Met03, OT07d, San02, Sas02a, Sem02b, She02b, Sti03, Woo02, Zen02, Cor04, YPSW04, Sas02a].
Intrusion [ET06]. Invasion [Sto03c]. Investigating [Sto04]. Invocation [Vin03a]. IP [Puz03c, Puz03a, Puz06a]. IPTV [Alf05a]. IPv6 [Met03, Puz07c]. Ire [Cos03c]. IS-95 [Vil02]. ISP [Got08b]. Issue [Got08k]. Issues [Kim02, vS01, HGG+04b]. Item [LSY03]. Item-to-Item [LSY03].
J [Hil03, Vil03]. J2EE [Cha03, Sem03a, AKS07, Sem03a]. JADE [GF08]. Jamalipour [Puz03b]. James [Ugu02]. Jamsa [Sem02c]. Java [Ano02b, Bar03, Cha03, Che02, Mor03, Ano02b, ACR01, BM01, Ber05b, Cha03, Che02, Feu02, Fox03, Gil00, Gil01, Got06j, KDH+06, Par04, Yan05]. JavaServer [Zen02, Cha05, Zen02]. Jeff [Stp02]. Jim [Mil04, Sem03a]. Johnston [Puz03a]. Jorge [Sem03b]. JPL [Sch01b]. JSP [Sem03c, Sem03c]. Jumpstart [Abr03a].
Jury [Wea01b]. Just
Ka-Ching [Got07h]. Ken [Lin03a, Sti03]. Kennedy [Lin03a, Keogh [Sem03a].
Kevin [Puz03c]. Key
[Cos03b, Got07d, PHM03]. King [Sem02c].
Kit [Pér03b]. Klaus [Sem03b].
Klaus-Dieter [Sem03b]. Knots [Gor07].
Knowledge [Cha04c, Puz02b].
Knowledgeable [She01]. Knows
[App02c]. Kohr [Stp02]. Kolb [Zen02].
Koniges [Sta02a]. Konrad [Sem02c]. Kris
[Sem02c].
L [Cai03]. Laboratory [Buy01]. Lags
[Got06f]. Lampport [Mil02]. Landscape
[Got06]. Lane [Kim03]. Language
[Kar03, MFHS02]. Large
[Gam06, SRJ06, RH04b]. large-scale
[RH04b]. Large-Volume [Gam06]. Larkin
[Bar03]. Last [Sta03a]. Latecomer [IM01].
Latency [FH06]. Laurence [Xue02b]. law
[Dav04b]. Layman [Cha03]. LDAP
[Pér03a, Cor04, Pér03a]. League [Bir03].
Learn
[Ano02b, Bra07, McG03b, Pha01, Veg07].
Learning [AS07, BRTSV+07, Cha03, Cha05,
Hed01b, Puz03c, Ugu02, Gan08]. Legacy
[Got06b]. Leonardo [Stp02]. Leslie [Mil02].
Lessons
[Cha04b, Mil04]. Lets [Cos03e].
Level [Ram01]. Leveraging [SS06].
Liberty [Far02, Got06f]. Libraries
[Got07b]. Library [Sem03a, McL02]. Life
[Afl06b, Got06h]. Lillian [Lin03c]. Limit
[Sto02]. limiting [Dav04b]. Line
[McL03b, SK06, Alf04a]. Linux [OT07c].
Linux-Based [OT07e]. Liskov [Mil05].
Little [Got04a, Got04b, Got06k]. Liu
[Ca03, Puz03c]. Live [McC03b]. Load
[OOS01a, OOS01b]. Local [NABG03].
Locality [Att07]. Location
[PMP03a, PMP03b, PMP03c, PMP03d, PMP03e].
Location-Aware [PMP03a, PMP03b,
PMP03c, PMP03d, PMP03e]. Locks
[ACR01]. Logical [Gor04b]. Long [Got07j].
Long-Term [Got07j]. Look [Col04, Sti03].
Looking [Got06b]. Loosely [LMH05].
Lothar [Sas02b]. Loughran [Mor03]. loved
[Cos04c]. Low [Got08l]. Low-Cost [Got08l].
Luckham [Iva03].
M [ET03]. M. [Ano01, Cai03]. Mail
[Cos03c]. Mainstream [Got03b].
Maintenance [NABG03]. Majoring
[Sto02d]. Making [Got07i, Wea01a]. MAN
[Got04c]. Management
[AKS07, CSZ03, DFCP03, DMJ+02, Epp03,
GJC03, Got07d, Got08a, Got08b, LH04b].
Manager [Puz02a]. Managers [Puz02a].
Managing [PBB02]. Mangano [Bon03].
Manual [Kar02]. Manufacturing [Bad07].
Mapping
[Vin03b]. Mappings [GMG07].
Mark [Mil07a]. Marked [Got06k].
Marking [Got02b]. Mart [Ano03]. Martin
[Sas02b]. Mashups [Cur07]. Master
[BR07]. Mastering [Che05b]. Matter
[Vin02]. Maydan [Stp02]. McDonald
[Stp02]. Mean [Got07h]. Media
[Nac03, HGG+04]. Media-based [Kar04c].
meeting [Shi02]. Meets [Got05, Got06c, Kil02]. Melbourne
[Tan07]. memory [HGG+04a]. Menon
[Stp02]. Merk [Sas02b]. Message [Fox02].
Metaheuristics [Cap08]. Metamodel
[PLB07]. Metamodel-Based [PLB07].
Methods [HL07, KP06]. Mexico [Lie07].
Microsoft [Mil04, Opp03, Pér03b]. Middle
[Got04b]. Middleware [AR07, Bac04,
Ban03a, Ban03b, BCCK01a, BCCK01b,
CM06, DvdHD+08, FCBG07, FPA05, HM06,
HMC+04, HJM06, JRC+06, LV03, Lin07,
OOS01b, Paw06, Rim02, RCK01, Ros06,
RCS08, SER+04, SWH06, VT01, Vin02,
WSK01, dRE06, DLBC04, KP05].
Middleware-Based [OOS01b]. Might
[Cos03b, Got07h]. Migrating [Nac03].
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